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Abstract. In biology, dynamical models are used to understand and
predict the behavior of biochemical systems composed of numerous species
and reactions. Model parameters represent aspects of the studied system
and, therefore, modiﬁcations of model parameters correspond to perturbations of the real system. Several methods of model analysis are based
on model perturbation by means of its parameter values. Thus, the execution of parameter sweep applications (PSAs) over large parameter
spaces becomes very CPU intensive and time consuming.
In this paper, we describe how to perform PSA employing a stochastic
simulator of chemical kinetics to explore the behavior of a biological
model. We created a distributed computing model that enables the user
to create mixed cloud/HTC (High Throughput Computing) workﬂows
by combining the powerful distributed systems and the ﬂexibility of the
cloud. As a case study, we investigated the impact of the parameters of a
bacterial chemotaxis model by considering four diﬀerent PSAs in which
we reproduced the behavior of the system under various conditions by
using our stochastic simulator. We accomplished this study by evaluating
some existing cloud/HTC approaches used to address biology problems
and reliable to deal with PSAs of systems biology models and to handle
the simulations required in sensitivity analysis and parameter estimation.
Keywords: HTC/cloud, parameter sweep applications, dynamical systems

1

Introduction

Recent experimental investigations at the single-cell level [1] have highlighted the
presence of noise in the cellular processes. Hence, standard modeling approaches
(for example based on ordinary diﬀerential equations) inadequately capture the
eﬀects of biological random processes, as those that bring the system to diﬀerent states starting from the same initial conditions (such as lysis or lysogeny
in phage-infected bacteria [2]). On the other hand, many algorithms that perform stochastic simulations of biochemical reaction systems have proved their
intrinsic suitability for reproducing the dynamics of many cellular processes [3].
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Therefore mechanistic mathematical models are precious for representing real
biological systems and resembling the actual observations; they are usually composed of large numbers of components, which interact through many biochemical
processes. To analyze these systems, many parameters of each model need to be
considered to determine crucial factors by executing several computer simulations and gathering statistical properties of the dynamics.
There are several techniques devoted to the analysis of model dynamics. More
precisely, steady state analysis concerns the identiﬁcation of points in the space
of reachable states where some properties of the system remain unchanged over
time (e.g., where the behavior of the system is constant over time); bifurcation
analysis studies the qualitative variation of the steady states (e.g., transition
from oscillating to non oscillating regimens) as a consequence of the variation of
the parameters; sensitivity analysis relates the uncertainty of the input of a model
(i.e., variations in parameters and initial conditions) to its output (namely, the
resulting behavior); and parameter sweep application (PSA) explores the parameters space of a system by means of independent experiments. PSA represents
one of the straightforward methods, and a distributed architecture is suitable
for its execution.
In this paper, we present a comparison in the implementation of a PSA,
which consists in performing a large numbers of stochastic simulations by using the Sτ -DPP [4] simulator - a stochastic simulator based on the τ -leaping
method [5]. As a case study, we executed a number of PSAs to explore the parameters space of a bacterial chemotaxis model, which describes cells that move
according to chemical gradients. We used this particular system regarding the
relatively large number of chemical reactions and molecular species involved, and
the average time required to perform a single simulation of its dynamics makes
it an appropriate test case. We analyze technical solutions available to the scientiﬁc community that can be exploited to realize a mixed HTC (High Throughput Computing)/Cloud approach for our application. Finally we compare the
performance obtained with a pure grid computing model to the one obtained
using a preliminary implementation of the mixed model. The results provide a
useful starting point for future implementations of other, more complex, analysis methods for stochastic biological models, which involve a large number of
simulations; some examples are evolutionary and particle swarm algorithms for
parameter estimation, Morris and Sobol’s sensitivity analysis methods [6], [7].
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 recalls some basic notions of
stochastic modeling and simulation of biochemical systems; Section 3 introduces
the PSA in the context of stochastic simulations of biochemical pathways; Section 4 describes considered HTC/cloud approaches; Section 5 discusses the platforms used for performing the PSA and the strategy adopted for distributing the
computation; Section 6 presents the case study and the approach to analyze the
results; Section 7 discusses the performance on the diﬀerent platforms; Section 8
talks about future activities; Section 9 draws some conclusions about the tests
performed.
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Stochastic modeling and simulation of biochemical
systems

A mathematical model of a biological system is usually developed over two steps:
the identiﬁcation of the set of molecular species involved and the set of reactions,
which describe the interactions among species; the selection of a proper set of
parameters (such as molecular quantities and reaction rates) to ﬁt the system
behavior with experimental data.
Since noise and discreteness play an important role in cellular processes,
stochastic modeling is a suitable method for the study of these systems. The
Stochastic Simulation Algorithm (SSA) [8] is the most used algorithms for the
description of the dynamics of a biochemical system. SSA deals with well-mixed
single volume systems, the conditions of which (such as pressure and temperature) are kept constant during the evolution. This procedure provides the exact
behavior of a system - i.e., it is proved to be equivalent to the Chemical Master
Equation [8]. The stochastic formulation of a biochemical system is given by
means of a set of chemical species along with their quantities to denote the current state, a set of chemical reactions to specify how the chemical species interact
and evolve, and a set of stochastic constants associated with the reactions. Each
constant summaries the chemical and physical properties of the corresponding
reaction; it is used in the computation of the reaction application probability
along with a combinatorial function.
The main drawback of SSA is the computational time needed to perform
a simulation. The algorithm time complexity is proportional to the number of
species and the number of reactions; hence, many real problems can be inadequately solved by using this technique. To speed up stochastic simulations, a
procedure called τ -leaping has been introduced [5]. Here, instead of describing
the dynamics of the system by tracing the occurrence of every single reaction,
a time increment is computed and many reactions are selected (according to a
speciﬁed distribution) and executed in parallel. Consequently, the obtained behavior of the chemical system is inaccurate in contrast with SSA. In this paper,
we refer to the τ -leaping version presented by Gillespie in 2006 [9], a more eﬃcient multi-volume stochastic algorithm that stands at the basis of the Sτ -DPP
to simulate biochemical systems [4].

3

Parameter sweep application for the simulations of
stochastic models

A PSA executes an application multiple times with a unique set of input parameters per computation. This type of application contains several independent
jobs operating on diﬀerent data sets to explore a wide range of scenarios and
parameters. It is executed by processing N independent instances on M parallel
or distributed computational resources, where N is typically much larger than
M . However, this high-throughput parametric computing model is simple, yet
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powerful enough to formulate distributed applications ranging in many diﬀerent
areas.
In the framework of stochastic simulations, the application executed during
the PSA is a simulation performed by using the Sτ -DPP algorithm. We can obtain the parameterizations P = (p1 , ..., ps ) by varying the species, the reactions,
the values of the initial species amounts, the values of the constants deﬁned
in the model, and the set of the stochastic simulator parameters (such as the
length of the simulation interval and the frequency according to which the system’s state has to be saved) that directly aﬀects its performance (e.g., the time
and memory space needed for its execution). The deﬁnition of the set of PSA
parameterizations depends on the speciﬁc applications and on the data type of
the involved parameters. Usually, the parameterizations use the Cartesian product of the parameters and sample values from the space deﬁned by their ranges
of variation. When the number of parameters is high, their values can be sampled by using quasi-random series [10] - also called low discrepancy series - that
aim at uniformly cover the space with few samples (i.e., with a lower number
of points compared to classic uniform distributions). The output of each PSA is
composed of the set of results generated by all the executions of the selected application, each one with a diﬀerent parameterization. In this work, we considered
the output of a PSA as the set of stochastic simulation results D = (d1 , ..., ds ),
where di = (xi0 (0), ..., xi (t)) with i = 1, ..., s is the single output of a simulation
obtained by using the Sτ -DPP algorithm.
In the ﬁeld of systems biology, this kind of application raises issues related to
the required computational resources, since the algorithms are computationally
expensive in the case of stochastic models, and due to stochasticity, more than
one stochastic simulation is usually needed to characterize the systems dynamics. A possible solution to cope with this computationally intensive problem is to
exploit a distributed approach such as grid computing. Grid is an ideal platform
for handling high throughput applications, which are characterized by independent and sequential jobs that can be individually scheduled on many diﬀerent
computing resources. Therefore grid computing suitably compute large number
of independent simulations that the PSAs of biochemical models require. The
advantage of using a grid approach for large computational challenges relies on
the high-end scalability of this technology. If grid jobs are completely independent, as in this case, then the theoretical scalability of the system is linear. This
is untrue for real computations because of the time needed for scheduling jobs,
for transferring data and for resubmitting failed jobs [11], [12], [13].

4

Available HTC/cloud solutions

To combine the power of the grid infrastructure and the ﬂexibility of the cloud
computing, new systems that can instantiate VMs on top of the infrastructure
resources are under development. In the ﬁeld of grid and cloud integration we
can observe various approaches performed at the infrastructure level. One is the
”grid of federated cloud” that develops and manages multiple cloud stacks to ad-
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dress communities needs. In Europe this approach is followed by various research
projects, such as the CERN openlab [14] and the European Grid Infrastructure
(EGI) [15] projects: the former is determined in developing a federated hybrid
cloud built on OpenStack provider; the latter through the federation cloud working group [16] aims at creating a federation of various cloud providers that run
diﬀerent software stacks, which need to interoperate publishing resource discovery information and accounting/monitoring data to the central EGI services.
Another approach is the ”grid over cloud” that requires the creation of grid
sites on top of a cloud infrastructure through landscape deployment of virtual
resources [17]. Projects that adopt this solution are, for example, StratusLab [18]
that provides grid services by using the StratusLab IaaS system as well as the
CERN openlab that exploits the OpenStack solutions to run grid services. The
”cloud over grid” is another interesting solution that allows existing grid infrastructures to access cloud services minimizing the changes to be applied at site
level. The Worker Node on Demand Service (WNoDeS) [19] and the CLEVER
middleware [20] are examples of framework that use this approach. The WNoDeS framework realizes a cloud-over-grid paradigm able to instantiate Virtual
Machines (VMs) from pre-deﬁned images through a grid interface and through
a pure cloud interface accessible via command line or via a dedicated portal.
CLEVER provides a simpliﬁed access to private/hybrid clouds.
There are other approaches that provide the user with an abstraction to
grid and cloud solutions by using the same API, such as the SAGA BigJob
framework [21]. It is based on a general implementation of pilot jobs to be usable
over several heterogeneous distributed infrastructures. Pilot jobs have been used
to utilize resources eﬀectively, to reduce the net wait time of a collection of tasks,
to facilitate bulk or high-throughput simulations, and to implement applicationspeciﬁc scheduling decisions and policy decisions. BigJob address a wide range
of scientiﬁc applications for diﬀerent communities (also connected with biology)
by using cloud and traditional grid/cluster resources [22].

5

Implementations for PSA over distributed platforms

Performing a distributed computation requires identifying a suitable strategy for
creating jobs to deﬁne the granularity of the computation. As a matter of fact,
the computation of long jobs on the grid may cause signiﬁcant data loss in case
of system failure or data transfer problems. On the other hand, the execution of
a large number of short jobs raises the total latency time in the batch queues,
aﬀecting the global performance of the system. Middle and long jobs are the
most suitable to exploit grid computing, because they represent a good tradeoﬀ between grid latency and failure problems [23]). To characterize the best
granularity for the particular application presented in this paper, we performed
diﬀerent PSAs by varying the number of jobs and the number of simulations per
job, and by altering the computation time with diﬀerent strategies of parameter
selection and - as a direct consequence - the size of the output ﬁles. Considering
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the deﬁnition of PSA given in Section 3, the set of calculated dynamics D =
(d1 , ..., ds ) constitutes the output.
In this case, users must use Storage Elements (SEs)-the entry point for distributed disks or tapes-to archive the numerical results before downloading them
to the user interface. This approach is essential when the complete numerical outcomes need to be retrieved for further investigations of the system’s dynamics.
However, preliminary analysis of grid performance suggested that the output
data size has a signiﬁcant eﬀect on both the computation overhead and the
success rate of computations [13], [24].
Moreover, in the grid platform many errors arise from the misconﬁguration
of the environment in which the jobs land. Misconﬁgurations can aﬀect both the
grid middleware and the user software or libraries installed on the site, with the
same eﬀect of aborting the jobs which force a job resubmission and increase the
total execution time to complete the production [13].
These kind of problems can be easily faced changing the computing paradigm
to a cloud based approach that allows the users to run the applications on their
own images. VMs instantiated trough a cloud interface can survive to the jobs
end, allowing for an easier implementation of the data management of the jobs
output and reducing the error causes.
5.1

Testbed description

In this work, EGI as well as the IGI (Italian Grid Infrastructure) [25] were used
as distributed infrastructures. IGI is composed by 55 distributed sites spread
all over the country and oﬀers a total of about 32000 CPU cores and 40PB of
storage capacity split between disk and tape. During 2012, more than 1100 users
have used the IGI resources for a total of 260 millions CPU hours. The EGI and
IGI resources are provided to Virtual Organizations (VOs): the shares for each
VO depend on agreements between the VO and the site managers. Most of the
resources are however shared by multiple VOs allowing an eﬃcient use of the
sites, but creating concurrency in the resources exploitation, in particular the
CPU cycles. In this study, two VOs were used: BIOMED (an international VO)
and GRIDIT (an Italian national VO). The access to the resources was done in
an opportunistic and concurrent way, i.e. with unreserved shares. The sites we
exploited were all equipped with the gLite middleware [26]. Furthermore, we used
the WNoDeS framework as one of the cloud over grid approaches considering the
experiences done at INFN with various communities [27]: astro-particle physics
with the Auger experiment to access their scientiﬁc applications at INFN Tier1;
life science with WeNMR virtual research community; and biology with macro
molecular applications [28].
For the PSA use case, we developed a test to compare the pure grid performance with those obtainable with mixed HTC/cloud approach. In the ﬁrst
case, the EGI grid infrastructure has been used with few requirements on the
sites that were selected by the grid systems, while in the second case, we used a
single IGI site where we were able to instantiate virtual machines on top of the
grid resources. The scale of the test is small if compared to the one of a real-life
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PSA production because of the limited number of cloud enabled sites in IGI, but
it gives anyway a good indication that the mixed HTC/cloud approach can be
successfully exploited to achieve better performance in terms of abort ratio in a
cost eﬀective manner.

6

Bacterial chemotaxis: a case study

According to our purpose of testing the HTC/cloud infrastructure for the analysis of biochemical systems, we considered a model describing the bacterial chemotaxis [13]. As a matter of fact, the relatively large number of chemical reactions
and molecular species, and the average time required to perform a single stochastic simulation are all factors that make the bacterial chemotaxis model a suitable
test case to prove the eﬀectiveness of the grid infrastructure. More precisely, the
model we considered is composed of 40 species participating in 59 reactions.
The model dynamics correctly reproduces the behavior of the real system: for
example, the quantity of the CheY protein (the system’s response regulator) correctly settles back to a pre-stimulus level after treatments with diﬀerent ligand
concentrations, and shows an appropriate response according to the state of the
receptor.
Table 1. Computational requirements for the P SAi of the test
Req.
JobN umber
JobDuration
T otalP SADuration
SingleJobOutputSize
T otalOutputSize

P SA1
60

P SA2
60

P SA3
100

P SA4
100

45 mins 90 mins 230 mins 30 mins
45 hours 90 hours 383 hours 50 hours
70 M B
4 GB

25 M B
1.5 GB

188 M B
19 GB

12 M B
1.2 GB

We performed four P SAs (in the following called P SA1 , P SA2 , P SA3 and
P SA4 ) by creating a number of parameterizations in which we modiﬁed the
stochastic constant values of the bacterial chemotaxis model to explore the ndimensional space of values in the proximity of a reference point. In doing so,
the values of the n constants let the model correctly reproduce the behavior of
the real system.
With the aim of experimenting the grid using diﬀerent settings, we modiﬁed
the number of jobs and the simulations per job across the four P SAs. Therefore,
the P SA diﬀer from each other both for the number of simulations per job and
the number of grid jobs. We selected these settings to obtain an expected CPU
time between 0.5 and 3.5 hours, which is the typical time of middle jobs for
the grid infrastructure. The expected CPU time was estimated by computing a
single job on an Intel Xeon 2.5GHz, 10GB RAM.
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For what concerns the output produced, it is in the order of 4GB for P SA1 ,
1.5GB for P SA2 , 19GB for P SA3 and 1.2GB for P SA4 . Table 1 summaries the
computational requirements for the 4 P SAi .

7

Performance Discussion

For our test the pure grid implementation has a success rate of 78%, which leads
to roughly 75% of results correctly retrieved (close to the EGI standards [29]).
The expected computational time was about 24 days on a single CPU while the
grid computation took only 30 hours, which corresponds to Crunching Factor of
19. This value is lower than the peak number of processors used concurrently,
which reached 81 CPUs, spread over 12 sites, and this is due to errors and resubmissions of aborted jobs. In this implementation the distribution eﬃciency deﬁned as the ratio between the overall crunching factor and the maximum number of concurrently running CPUs - is around 20%, which is close to the value
reported by Lee [11]. To reduce the size of data transfer in the pure grid implementation the function f for the analysis of the system dynamics is computed
directly on the grid resources, avoiding the raw output download. So doing, the
output was reduced to less than 1 MB for each job (320 MB for all the P SAi ,
i=1..4) compared to the 25GB of the raw output size.
In the mixed HTC/cloud implementation, we used a single site located at
the INFN-CNAF [30] computing center. We prepared two VM images: the type1
containing the software to execute the simulation and the type2 to act as output
data repository and to perform the function f calculation. Two data repositories
(type2 images) were instantiated using the WNoDeS pure cloud interface: one
repository to host the data for the P SA1 and P SA2 and the other to host data for
P SA3 and P SA4 . This splitting was done to avoid overload of the repositories.
The two repositories were up during the entire simulation execution allowing an
easy retrieval of the whole raw output data set (in the order of 30GB) at the
end of the computation with standard Linux commands. The job submissions
were performed using standard grid submission tools. The jobs, once landed
into the site, instantiated the VM with images of type1 and performed their
computation. Input parameters were passed to each jobs using grid tools as done
in the pure grid implementation. Transfers to the data repository of raw output
were executed with Linux commands. A maximum of 21 concurrent CPUs were
used to perform the computation that was completed in 35 hours, leading to a
crunching factor of 16, which is lower than the value obtained using the pure
grid approach, but the distribution eﬃciency was close to 76%, 4 times higher
than the other implementation. The total number of jobs needed to complete the
production was 232 leading to a 94% of total job eﬃciency: 10 of the 12 aborted
jobs encountered grid errors before reaching the site, while 2 were aborted during
the execution for causes that are not yet understood.
In summary, we can conclude that for our 4-PSA test the duration of the
computation is comparable between the two implementations but the mixed
HTC/cloud approach allows a strong reduction of errors and resubmission, in
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particular, in the data management phase, thus increasing the overall production
eﬃciency. However the size of our test was very limited if compared to a real life
use case, that can easily reach 10 times the size of the problem discussed in this
paper; this was due to the availability of virtualization systems on IGI resources
that forced us to use just one site that cannot be suﬃcient to maintain reasonable
execution times for scaled up use cases. To use more sites we need to more
EGI/IGI sites to oﬀer both cloud and grid accesses to their resources, however
we showed that mixed HTC/cloud computing models can drastically increase
the eﬃciency of the computation in PSA applications that, being embarrassingly
parallel, are suitable to be run on an HTC environment.

8

Future Works

Future works heavily depends on the evolution and availability of the tools that
are able to provide cloud access to the resources currently used by our virtual
organization in grid sites. This is out of our control and depends on the infrastructure providers. Depending on the cloud systems that will be available, a
couple of aspects of our computing model can be improved and further investigated: the interaction between the grid worker nodes and the data repositories
(VM instantiated with image of type2 ) - this interaction could be performed
easily exploiting services provided by the cloud infrastructure if available, i.e. a
virtual disk space that can be mounted by both types of instances; the marketplace and related policies to store the VM images needed by the computation.
With one site this problem was faced using a single local marketplace obtained
from the agreement with just one resource provider, but if more actors come
into play this aspect can become a diﬃcult task having to deal with diﬀerent
site policies.
Another possible evolution for this computing model is to integrate the resources oﬀered by the so-called EGI federated cloud infrastructure [16], which is
the way EGI is trying to oﬀer cloud services with a ”grid of federated clouds”
approach. In the near future this option will be oﬀered as a production services
to the same virtual organizations supported in the grid environment. Moreover,
the resources of the EGI federated cloud are, at least at moment of writing,
completely disjoint with the grid sites in most of the sites, making it diﬃcult to
combine the HTC and cloud paradigms.

9

Conclusions

Since the large number of simulations often required in the ﬁeld of stochastic
modeling of biochemical systems demands a signiﬁcant computational work, we
carried out a study to compare two diﬀerent computing models on distributed
platforms and verify if they can be a useful solution for such task. To obtain a
meaningful test we decided to take into account a stochastic model of bacterial
chemotaxis, characterized by a size (number of molecular species and biochemical
processes) and a computational cost in agreement with other models of the same
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kind in the ﬁeld of systems biology. We organized the test as a set of PSAs, in
which we simulated the model modifying both the parameters of the model and
of the stochastic simulator.
Concerning the EGI performances, we found that some formerly known problems of the EGI (e.g. high failure rate, high latency time on the cluster queues,
and last job syndrome) can prevent from obtaining optimal performances when
these issues are quantiﬁed using realistic use cases rather than employing dummy
jobs. Moreover, the granularity appeared as an element to carefully consider. In
fact, to obtain the optimal granularity during a PSA we should take into account
that the expected computational cost (time and space) of a simulation depends
on the parameterization and, therefore, the number of simulations to include
in a single job to obtain the desired computation time varies according to the
parameterizations.
To improve eﬃciency of the computation we are trying to move towards a
cloud based computing model, but to exploit the great amount of resources still
available in a cost eﬀective way to scientiﬁc communities in the European distributed infrastructures we are evaluating systems that are able to instantiate
Virtual Machines on top of the grid resources. We built a mixed HTC/cloud computing model and run a 4-PSA test case to evaluate the new computing model
performance. We managed to obtain a distribution eﬃciency 4 times greater
than the pure grid computing model maintaining a similar total execution time.
This is possible given the reduced number of errors and consequent job resubmissions. We could not scale up the simulation to test a more realistic problem
dimension due to the limited number of sites providing both grid and cloud
access to their resources, however our study encourages the use of mixed/HTC
solutions to distribute large scale simulations and analysis of stochastic models
concerning biochemical systems.
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